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Deriving the Standard Model from the Simplesttwo{point K{cycleR. WulkenhaarInstitut f�ur Theoretische PhysikUniversit�at LeipzigAugustusplatz 10/11, D{04109 Leipzig, GermanyAbstractBasing on a di�erential algebra over the simplest two{point K{cycleand graded Lie algebras of homomorphisms of �nite projective modules wederive the classical action of the standard model. This construction usesboth the general framework of non{commutative geometry developed byA. Connes and ideas of the Mainz{Marseille approach to model building.We get a prediction of the Weinberg angle and constraints between thefermion masses and the masses of the W{ and Higgs{bosons on tree{level,which di�er from the relations obtained by Kastler and Sch�ucker for thequaternionic K{cycle.Keywords: standard model, non{commutative geometryPACS: 12.10.Kt, 02.40.-kI IntroductionThis paper is the continuation of two earlier papers ([1], [2]) by R. Matthes,G. Rudolph and R. Wulkenhaar. In the �rst of them we presented an analysisof the structure of the di�erential algebra ��A canonically associated to the K{cycle (A; h;D) over the simplest two{point algebra A = C1(X) 
 (C � C) :In the second one we constructed for a given �nite projective right A{modulewith Hermitian structure E the graded Lie algebra H = HomA(E ; E 
A ��A) withnatural derivation. We showed that a certain graded Lie subalgebra H0 of Hprovides a rigorous mathematical link between Connes' theory and the Mainz{Marseille model building scheme.The K{cycle mentioned above together with a �nite projective module E =eA2 was used by Connes in [3] and [4] and by Connes and Lott in [5] to derive the1



2 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycleSalam{Weinberg model in a uni�ed form. Within this scheme the above K{cyclecannot be used to obtain the full standard model. That is why Connes and Lottproposed a K{cycle over the algebra C1R (X) 
 (C � H) ; see [5], [3] and [6]. Adetailed exposition of these ideas was presented by Kastler in [7] and [8], see[9] for an earlier version, and by Kastler and Sch�ucker in [10]. One obtains aprediction of the Weinberg angle and certain tree{level constraints between themasses of the fermions and the masses of the W{, Z{, and Higgs{bosons ([10],[11]), which we review at the end of this introduction.Another way of obtaining the standard model by non{commutative geometryis the Mainz{Marseille model ([12], [13], [14]), which uses the graded Lie algebra��(X) 
 spl (2; 1) of matrix{valued di�erential forms, see also [15]. We haveshown in [2] that the assumptions of this approach are natural within Connes'framework. For the present paper the construction of the fermionic sector of thestandard model given in [13] is of particular interest. This construction makesuse of the theory of representations of the graded Lie algebra spl (2; 1) in a �nitedimensional vector space [15].Our strategy is the following: In section II we give a review of some resultsobtained in [1] and [2]. In section III we construct an isomorphism i of gradedLie algebras from H0 ; which we constructed in [2] within Connes' theory, ontoits image, for which the fermionic sector in [13] serves as a guiding line. Next,in section IV, we give an embedding of a subspace of i(H0) into the algebra ofbounded operators on the Hilbert space of fermions. This allows to construct thefermionic action (section V), the electroweak sector of the bosonic action of thestandard model (section VI) and the chromodynamics sector (section VII). Aftera Wick rotation to Minkowski space and a reparameterization this action coin-cides with the classical action of the standard model, where some free parametersof the standard model are �xed, see section VIII.Thus, our construction rests { as the construction of Connes, Lott andKastler { upon a K{cycle. However, we take a K{cycle over the algebraA = C1(X) 
 (C � C) ; while the above authors start with a K{cycle overthe much bigger algebras C1R (X)
 (C�H) and C1R (X)
 (C�M3C) : To com-pensate this di�erence we use two �nite projective A{modules as an additionalinput, one module for the electroweak sector and the other one for the chromo-dynamics sector. In the construction of Connes, Lott and Kastler the module isidentical with the algebra of their K{cycle, so that in their version the calculusof �nite projective modules is not necessary. In both versions the di�erential ofthe di�erential algebras associated to the K{cycles are composed of the classicalexterior di�erential and a matrix{di�erential, which in both versions containsfermionic mass parameters. In the construction of Connes, Lott and Kastlerthe just mentioned di�erential algebra is of primary importance for the physi-cal model. In our version the di�erential algebra plays only an auxiliary role,namely for building the graded Lie algebra H0 : Moreover, the Hilbert space ofour K{cycle is also auxiliary, we have to add our physical Hilbert space by hand.



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 3As it was shown in [2] one can derive fromH0 the graded Lie algebra ��(X)
spl (2; 1) ; which is the starting point for the construction of the standard model inthe Mainz{Marseille approach. The essential di�erence between H0 and ��(X)
spl (2; 1) is that H0 carries the fermionic mass parameters of the di�erentialalgebra associated to the K{cycle. It are these fermionic mass parameters whichrelate the masses of the fermions to the masses of the W{, Z{and Higgs{bosonsin the model of Connes, Lott and Kastler, as well as in our model. Since thefermionic mass parameters are absent in ��(X)
 spl (2; 1) ; there is no relationbetween fermion masses and boson masses in the Mainz{Marseille model.Both in our model and in the Mainz{Marseille approach one needs certainrepresentations of the graded Lie algebras H0 respectively ��(X) 
 spl (2; 1) ;which are generalizations of classical spl (2; 1){representations [15]. The repre-sentations of ��(X) 
 spl (2; 1) generalize reducible indecomposable representa-tions of spl (2; 1) ; which give the possibility to describe mixing between fermiongenerations [13]. For our model we take generalizations of the simplest irre-ducible representations of spl (2; 1) ; because the fermion generations are intrin-sically contained in H0 : With these representations there enters a big numberof additional parameters due to not canonically determined free normalizationconstants of sl(2;C) � gl(1;C){subrepresentations of spl (2; 1) : In the Mainz{Marseille construction these parameters are �tted to the fermion masses and theKobayashi{Maskawa matrix. In our model there is a subtle interplay betweenthese normalization parameters and the intrinsic fermionic mass parameters ofthe di�erential calculus. In the �nal Lagrangian there occur only such combina-tions of these parameters that for the simplest scalar product there is e�ectivelyonly one additional free parameter in our model compared with the simplestversion of the model of Connes, Lott and Kastler.From our formulation of the standard model we get tree{level predictionsfor the Weinberg angle �W and the ratios mW=mt ; mH=mW and g3=g2 : Here,mt ; mH and mW are the masses of the top{quark, the Higgs{boson and theW{boson and g3; g2 the coupling constants of the strong and weak interactionsrespectively. We list our predictions (Model III, with the parameters x > 0 and#1; #2; #3; #4 ) in a table below and compare them with corresponding tree{levelpredictions of the following non{commutative geometrical formulations of thestandard model:Model I: The construction based on a K{cycle over the algebras C1R (X)
(C�H)and C1R (X) 
 (C � M3C) as presented by Kastler and Sch�ucker in [10]. Theparameters are R > �1 ; �; � > 0 :Model II: The Mainz{Marseille model as presented in [13] and [14], predictionsfor the adjoint representation of spl (2; 1) and a general scalar product. The



4 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycleparameters are r0; r1; r2 > 0 :Model I Model II Model III( mtmW )2 R + 4 > 3 | 6+2x4�(1�x sin2 #1) cos2 #2 > 32(mHmW )2 11 + 3R� 8+2R7+R > 7 2r0r2r21 8(x+3)(5 cos2 #3+3x cos2 #4 sin4 #1) cos4 #23(4�(1�x sin2 #1) cos2 #2)2sin2 �W 8+2R15+3R+ 23�+2� < 23 14 14 < 34 3+x5+3x < 920(g3g2 )2 R+42� | 3+x4 > 34In Model I there is enough freedom to repoduce the experimental values formW=mt ; sin2 �W and g3=g2 : Then mH is uniquely determined. Also in Model IIIit is possible to reproduce the experimental values for mW=mt ; g3=g2 andsin2 �W � 0:25 : However, then there is only an upper limit for mH in our model,see section VIII. In Model II there is no relation between fermion and bosonmasses and between g3 and g2 : Moreover, this model does not give a predictionfor mH : However, in contrast to the other two models one obtains an experimen-tally well{con�rmed relation between the Cabibbo angle and the quark masses,see [16].For the simplest scalar products given by R = 0 ; � = 2 ; � = 32 in Model I,r0 = r1 = r2 in Model II and x = 1 in Model III one getsModel I Model II Model IIImt=mW 2 | 1:41 : : : 1:63mH=mW 3:14 1:41 0 : : : 2:43sin2 �W 0:414 0:25 0:375g3=g2 1 | 1Now, mH is �xed in Model II. In Model III there is still only an upper limit formH ; and the relation between mt and mW does not �t the experimental value aswell as the corresponding relation in Model I does.II Review of Earlier ResultsIn this section we give a review of some results, which were obtained in [1] and [2]and which we need for what follows. For technical reasons let for the moment Xbe a compact four dimensional Riemannian spin manifold. We denote by L2(X;S)the Hilbert space of square integrable sections of the spinor bundle over X ; by Fa �nite dimensional Hilbert space, by C the Cli�ord bundle of the cotangent spaceover X and by Ck the set of those sections of C ; whose values at each point x 2 Xbelong to the subspace spanned by products of less than or equal k elements of



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 5T �xX of the same parity. The simplest two{point K{cycle (A; h;D) consists of thealgebraA = C1(X)
(C�C) acting on the Hilbert space h = L2(X;S)
(F�F )and a generalized Dirac operator D = (Dc` 
 idF�F ) � (5 
M) : Here, Dc` isthe classical Dirac operator and 5 the grading operator on L2(X;S) : Moreover,M = �0 MM� 0� ; where M is an endomorphism of F :Now we are going to specify the parameters. We take F and M asF = C3 �C3 ; M =  �ml 00 �mq! ; (1)where ml and mq are real diagonal 3 � 3{matrices with non{negative entries.In principle, we could take for ml and mq arbitrary complex 3 � 3{matrices,which can be written as u1�u2 ; with u1; u2 unitary and � diagonal and positive.However, the unitary matrices u1; u2 can be absorbed by unitary transformationsof the physical �elds.One shows that the algebra �(
�) obtained from an involutive representation� of the universal di�erential algebra 
� over A has the structure�(
�) = 1Mk=0 �(
k) ;�(
k) =26664 mMr=0 Ck�2r 
CM r1 ; mMr=0 Ck�2r�15 
CM r2mMr=0 Ck�2r�15 
CM r3 ; mMr=0 Ck�2r 
CM r4 37775 ; (2)whereM r1 := (MM�)r; M r2 :=M(M�M)r; M r3 :=M�(MM�)r; M r4 := (M�M)r : (3)In particular, we can identify A with �(
0) :We denote by (m+1) the number oflinear independent elements (MM�)r: In our caseM andM� commute with eachother and generically we havem = 6 :We de�ne Ln := Cn=Cn�2 ; L� :=L4k=0 Lk ;and put Ln = f0g for n < 0 : There is a graded algebra ��A associated with �(
�)de�ned as follows:��A := 1Mk=0 �kA ; �kA � �k � �(
k) := (�(
k) = �(
k�2) for k � 2 ;�(
k) for k = 0; 1 ; (4)with multiplication�kA � �nA 3 (�k; ~�n) 7! �k � ~�n := �k+n(�k~�n) 2 �k+nA ; (5)



6 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cyclewhere �k 2 �(
k) ; ~�n 2 �(
n) ; such that �k(�k) = �k ; �l(~�n) = ~�n : One canshow that elements �k 2 �kA have the form�k = 0BBB@ mXr=0 �k�2r1 
CM r1 ; mXr=0 �k�2r�12 5 
CM r2mXr=0 �k�2r�13 5 
CM r3 ; mXr=0 �k�2r4 
CM r4 1CCCA ; �nq 2 Ln : (6)Let �k denote the isomorphism of Lk onto �k(X) ; where �k(X) is the spaceof complex valued k{forms on X : We de�ne the following operations:[5 
M; �k]g := (5 
M) � �k � (�1)k�k � (5 
M) ;d�k := ��1k+1 � d � �k(�k) ; d� := 5d5 ; (7)D�k := prk+1 � ( (d� d�)
 idF 
 12�2 )(�k) ;for �k 2 Lk ; �k 2 �kA ; where prk+1 denotes the projection from �k+1A � �k�1Aonto �k+1A : One shows that d̂ := D� i[5 
M ; : ]g (8)is a graded di�erential on ��A ; and one can write down explicit multiplicationand di�erential rules for elements of ��A ; see [1].In [2] we considered �nite projective right A{modules with Hermitian struc-ture E = eAp ; where e 2 EndA(E) ; ful�lling e = e2 = e� : Let Hk :=HomA(E ; E 
A �kA) be the set of homomorphisms of the right A{module E tothe right A{module E 
A �kA : Elements %k 2 Hk can be identi�ed with p � p{matrices of elements of �kA ; ful�lling e%ke = %k :
%k = 0BBBBBBB@%

k11 : : : %k1j : : : %k1p... . . . ... . . . ...%ki1 : : : %kij : : : %kip... . . . ... . . . ...%kp1 : : : %kpj : : : %kpp
1CCCCCCCA ; %kij 2 �kA ; i; j = 1; : : : ; p : (9)

The space H =L1k=0Hk is an algebra with multiplication � given by the tensorproduct of the multiplication � in ��A and multiplication of p � p{matrices. OnH we have a canonical derivation D given byD% = ed̂(%)e ; % 2 H ; (10)where d̂ means the componentwise action on matrix elements belonging to ��A :With respect to the graded commutator[ %k ; ~%n ]g := %k � ~%n � (�1)kn~%n � %k ; %k 2 Hk ; ~%n 2 Hn ; (11)



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 7H is a graded Lie algebra with graded derivation D :We de�ne on ��A ; see (6), a linear map T� : ��A ! L� byT��0BBB@ mXt=0 �k�2t1 
M t1 ; mXt=0 �k�2t�12 5 
M t2mXt=0 �k�2t�13 5 
M t3 ; mXt=0 �k�2t4 
M t4 1CCCA� := mXt=0 (�k�2t1 � �k�2t4 ) ;(12)which can be interpreted as a generalized trace. We have proved in [2] that thereexists a graded Lie subalgebra H0 of H de�ned byH0 = 1Mk=0 Hk0 ; Hk0 = f %k 2 Hk ; pXi=1 T� (%kii) = 0 g (13)(in the notation of (9)). Moreover, D is a graded derivation on H0 :Any connection r on E has the formr = ed̂+ � ; � = ��� 2 H1 : (14)The situation found in physics suggests to consider special connections, namelysuch that � 2 H10 : This implies that the gauge group is restricted toU = f u 2 AutA(E) ; uu� = u�u = e ; udu� 2 H10 g ; (15)see [2], where du� means the action of the di�erential d on the L�{component ofu� 2 U : Gauge transformations of the connection r are given by uru� :III An Isomorphism of Graded Lie AlgebrasHere we �x the module E by taking p = 2 and for the projector e =  e0 00 1A! ;where 1A = 1
 idF 00 1
 idF! 2 A is the identity of A and e0 = 1
 idF 00 0! 2 A :Then from (6), (9), (12), (13) and the discussion in [2] we get that elements%k 2 Hk0 have the form%k = mXr=00BBBB@12(�k�2r0 + �k�2r3 )
M r1 0 �k�2r� 
M r1 �k�2r�14 5 
M r20 0 0 0�k�2r+ 
M r1 0 12 (�k�2r0 � �k�2r3 )
M r1 �k�2r�15 5 
M r2�k�2r�16 5 
M r3 0 �k�2r�17 5 
M r3 �k�2r0 
M r4
1CCCCA;(16)



8 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cyclewhere �nf 2 Ln ; f = 0;+;�; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 : Due to (1) and (3) we have M rs 2M3C
M2C ; which means %k 2 L�
M4C
M3C
M2C : In (16) we considered%k as a 4 � 4{matrix with L� 
M3C 
M2C{valued entries. Of course, %k canalso be treated as a 2 � 2{matrix with L� 
M4C 
M3C{valued entries. Withregard to this view, %k has the form%k = %kl 00 %kq! ; (17)%kl = mXr=00BBBB@12 (�k�2r0 + �k�2r3 )
 lr1 0 �k�2r� 
 lr1 �k�2r�14 5 
 lr20 0 0 0�k�2r+ 
 lr1 0 12(�k�2r0 � �k�2r3 )
 lr1 �k�2r�15 5 
 lr2�k�2r�16 5 
 lr3 0 �k�2r�17 5 
 lr3 �k�2r0 
 lr4
1CCCCA;%kq = mXr=00BBBB@12 (�k�2r0 + �k�2r3 )
 qr1 0 �k�2r� 
 qr1 �k�2r�14 5 
 qr20 0 0 0�k�2r+ 
 qr1 0 12(�k�2r0 � �k�2r3 )
 qr1 �k�2r�15 5 
 qr2�k�2r�16 5 
 qr3 0 �k�2r�17 5 
 qr3 �k�2r0 
 qr4
1CCCCA;wherelr1 = (mlm�l )r ; lr2 = �ml(m�lml)r ; lr3 = �m�l (mlm�l )r ; lr4 = (m�lml)r ;qr1 = (mqm�q)r; qr2 = �mq(m�qmq)r; qr3 = �m�q(mqm�q)r; qr4 = (m�qmq)r : (18)We introduce an isomorphism i of graded Lie algebras, which generalizes certainrepresentations ([15], [13]) of the graded Lie algebra spl (2; 1) to the graded Liealgebra H0 :i(%k)= il(%kl ) 00 iq(%kq)
 13�3! ; (19)il(%kl )= mXr=00BB@12(�k�2r0 + �k�2r3 )
 lr1 �k�2r� 
 lr1 �k�2r�14 5 
 �lr2�k�2r+ 
 lr1 12(�k�2r0 � �k�2r3 )
 lr1 �k�2r�15 5 
 �lr2�k�2r�16 5 
 ��1lr3 �k�2r�17 5 
 ��1lr3 �k�2r0 
 lr4 1CCA; (20)



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 9
iq(%kq)= mXr=0

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
(12�k�2r3 � 16�k�2r0 )
qr1 �k�2r� 
 qr1 �k�2r�17 5
�q23 qr2 �k�2r�14 5
q13 qr2��k�2r+ 
 qr1 (�12�k�2r3 � 16�k�2r0 )
qr1 ��k�2r�16 5
�q23 qr2 �k�2r�15 5
q13 qr2���k�2r�15 5
��1q23 qr3 �k�2r�14 5
��1q23 qr3 �23�k�2r0
qr4 0�k�2r�16 5
(�)�1q13 qr3 �k�2r�17 5
(�)�1q13 qr3 0 13�k�2r0
��1qr4�

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA: (21)
The isomorphism i ful�ls i([%k; ~%n]g) = i(%k) i(~%n)�(�1)kni(~%n) i(%k) ; for %k 2 Hk0and ~%n 2 Hn0 ; where the multiplication i(%k) i(~%n) is the natural combination ofthe multiplication ^ in L� and matrix multiplication.In the above formulae � and � are invertible diagonal 3 � 3{matrices which,therefore, commute with ml;m�l ;mq;m�q : For the invertible 3� 3{matrices  and� we have to demand (�)�1m�qmq� = ��1m�qmq� ; which is achieved by taking���1 diagonal. The matrix � need not to be unitary. In principle, we could inan analogous way introduce matrices such as � in the third row and column in(20) and (21), too. However, this can be reabsorbed by unitary transformations ofthe physical �elds. Thus, the freedom in the choice of the isomorphism i ; modulounitary transformations, introduced a lot of additional free parameters in (20)and (21). But, we shall see at the end of section V that all these parameters are(not uniquely) �xed by the physical model. The genuine free parameters are thesix eigenvalues of M ; see (1).The motivation to consider just the isomorphism (20), (21) comes from ourpaper [2], where we constructed a partial homomorphism of H0 onto ��(X) 
spl (2; 1) ; and the paper [13], where similar looking representations of spl (2; 1)were used to write down a fermionic Lagrangian for the standard model.IV Bounded Operators on the Hilbert Space ofFermionsHere we are going to associate to each i(%k) 2 i(Hk0) ; k = 0; 1; 2 ; a boundedoperator on the Hilbert spaceH =Hl �Hq ; (22)Hl =L2(X;S)
C3 
C3 ; Hq = L2(X;S)
 (C4 �C4 �C4)
C3 :First, because of L0 � C0 and L1 � C1 we can regard elements of i(H00) andi(H10) in a natural way as bounded operators on H ; see (20) and (21), where



10 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cyclethe matrices lrs and qrs act on the last C3{components. Next, we associate to thelocal basis [�] ^ [� ] in L2 the operator c([�] ^ [�]) := � � � 2 B(L2(X;S)) ;for 1 � � < � � 4 : By linear extension we obtain a vector space isomorphism cof L2 onto its image. The isomorphism c induces the vector space isomorphism~c : i(H20)! ~c � i(H20) ; ~c � i(H20) � B(H):~c � i(%2) := (c
 idC3
C3)(il(%2l )) 00 f(c
 idC4
C3)(iq(%2q))g 
 13�3! ; (23)for %2 2 H20 : Next, we de�ne a vector subspace ~T 2 � B(H) as~T 2 = fX� (i(%1�) � i(~%1�) + i(~%1�) � i(%1�)) ; %1�; ~%1� 2 H10 ; �nite sum g ; (24)where � denotes the multiplication in B(H) ; and putT 2 = ~c � i(H20) + ~T 2 : (25)One easily convinces oneself that another characterization of this space isT 2 =~c � i(H20)� i(H00)�� ; (26)�= f i(diag (�03; 0;��03; 0)
 idF ) � i(diag (~�03; 0;�~�03; 0)
 idF )+i(diag (�00; 0; �00; 2�00)
 idF ) � i(diag (~�00; 0; ~�00; 2~�00)
 idF ) ;�03; ~�03; �00; ~�00 2 C0 g :Let p2 be the projection of T 2 = ~c � i(H20)� i(H00)�� onto its �rst component~c � i(H20) : Then we have~c�1 � p2(i(%1) � i(~%1) + i(~%1) � i(%1)) = i([%1; ~%1]g) ; (27)which is in some sense an analogy to (5).On B(H) there is a natural scalar product given by the Dixmier trace Tr! :< b;~b >B(H)= Tr!(b�~bjDj�4) ; b;~b 2 B(H) ; (28)where D is the generalized Dirac operator of the K{cycle and � denotes the invo-lution in B(H) : In the case considered here the Dixmier trace can be expressedby a combination of the usual trace over the matrix structure including the tracein the Cli�ord algebra and integration over the manifold X :< b;~b >B(H)= 132�2 ZX vg tr (b� ~b) ; (29)where vg is the canonical volume form on X and the factor 132�2 is taken from [6].By restriction of the scalar product (28) to T 2 � B(H) we get a natural scalar



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 11product on T 2 : However, since elements of T 2 are diagonal with respect to thesplitting H = Hl �Hq in (22), we can take as a scalar product < ; >T 2 on T 2 aconvex linear combination of the partial traces in B(Hl) and B(Hq) ; in the sameway as in [11]:< b;~b >T 2=< zb;~b >B(H) ; z =  x19�9 00 136�36! ; (30)for b;~b 2 T 2 and 0 < x <1 :The direct sum decomposition T 2 = ~c � i(H20) � kerp2 is not an orthogonaldecomposition with respect to < ; >T 2 : Let s2 be the orthogonal projection fromT 2 onto the orthogonal complement of the subspace kerp2 (after a completionwith respect to the scalar product). Then we de�ne the canonical embeddinge : H20 ! B(H) by e(%2) = s2 � ~c � i(%2) ; %2 2 H2 : (31)In the same way as in [1] one can show that e(%2) is given by (20) and (21) if wereplace�2f 7! c(�2f) ; f = 0;+;�; 3 ; (32)l2s 7!~l2s := l2s � tr l2s3 13�3 ; q2s 7! ~q2s := q2s � tr q2s3 13�3 ; s = 1; 4 : (33)Thus, the operators on H associated to i(%k) 2 i(Hk0) ; k = 0; 1; 2 ; are i(%k)themselves for k = 0; 1 and e(%k) for k = 2 : Of course, this construction can beextended to i(Hk0) ; k > 2 ; but we do not need this for model building.V The Fermionic ActionThe connection form � is a skew{adjoint element of H10 ; see (14). Therefore, wehave� = 0BBBB@(12A3 + 12A0)
 idF 0 A� 
 idF �i�15 
M0 0 0 0A+ 
 idF 0 (�12A3 + 12A0)
 idF �i�25 
M�i�15 
M� 0 �i�25 
M� A0 
 idF
1CCCCA ; (34)where A0 = �(A0)�; A3 = �(A3)�; A+ = �(A�)� 2 L1 and �1; �2 2 L0 : Ap-plying the isomorphism i and abbreviating 1 = 13�3 ; we get from (18), (20) and(21) il(�l) =0B@(12A3 + 12A0)
 1 A� 
 1 i�15 
 �mlA+ 
 1 (�12A3 + 12A0)
 1 i�25 
 �mli�15 
 ��1m�l i�25 
 ��1m�l A0 
 1 1CA ; (35)



12 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle
iq(�q) =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
(12A3 � 16A0)
 1 A� 
 1 i�25
q23 �mq i�15
q13 mq�A+ 
 1 (�12A3 � 16A0)
 1 �i�15
q23 �mq i�25
q13 mq��i�25
q23 ��1m�q i�15
q23 ��1m�q �23A0 
 1 0i�15
q13 (�)�1m�q i�25
q13 (�)�1m�q 0 13A0 
 1

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA: (36)
The connection r can be extended to an operator r : E 
A h! E 
A h ;r(� 
A  )=(ir�)
A  + � 
A D = ef((D 
 12�2)� � �D) + i��g 
A  + � 
A D =(e(D 
 12�2)e+ i�)(� 
A  ) = (Dc` + �+ i�)(� 
A  ) ;�=e(5 
M
 12�2)e ; (37)for � 2 E ;  2 h ; see [5]. We have used d̂a = �i[D; a] for a 2 A ; see [1], andLn � Cn for n = 0; 1 : We have � 2 H10 ; hence we can apply the isomorphism i ;and we �ndil(�l) =0B@ 0 0 00 0 �5 
 �ml0 �5 
 ��1m�l 0 1CA ; (38)

iq(�q) =0BBBBBB@ 0 0 �5 
q23 �mq 00 0 0 �5 
q13 mq�5 
q23 1�m�q 0 0 00 �5 
q13 (�)�1m�q 0 0
1CCCCCCA :The situation found in nature demands to use a pseudo{Riemannian manifoldXMinstead of the Riemannian manifold X : We are interested in the case that XMis the Minkowski space. We convert the results obtained so far for the Euclidianmanifold X by a Wick rotation to Minkowski space. If we denote by L2(XM ; S)the space of square integrable sections of the spinor bundle over XM then insteadof H ; see (22), we have to take the spaceHM = fL2(XM ; S)
C3 �C3g � fL2(XM ; S)
 (C4 �C4 �C4)
C3g : (39)On HM we have the invariant product< 	; ~	 >HM := ZXMvM 	�0 ~	 ; 	; ~	 2 HM ; (40)



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 13where vM is the canonical volume form on XM : Due to (37) the natural fermionicaction is SF = 12 < 	; (Dc` + i(�+ i�M ))	 >HM +h:c: ; 	 2 HM ; (41)where �M is the connection form � rotated to Minkowski space and h:c: denotesthe Hermitian conjugate of the preceding term. We take	 = (	l;	q)T ; 	l = (�L; eL; eR)T ; 	q = (uL; dL; uR; dR)T ; (42)where eL; �L; eR 2 L2(XM ; S)
C3 and uL; dL; uR; dR 2 L2(X;S)
C3
C3 ; with(5 
 id)fL = �fL ; (5 
 id)fR = fR ; f = e; �; u; d : (43)We obtain, denoting the Wick rotated �elds A0;+;�;3 and �1;2 by the same sym-bols,SF = RXMvM (Ll +L 0l +Lq +L 0q) ;Ll = ���L ; e�L�n0 Dc` + i(12A3 + 12A0) iA�iA+ Dc` + i(�12A3 + 12A0)!
 1o �LeL!+e�Rf0(Dc` + iA0)
 1geR ;L 0l =�fe�Rn0 ��1 ; �2 + 1�
 12 (�� � ��1)m�lo �LeL!+ h:c:g ;Lq = �u�L ; d�L�n0 Dc` + i(12A3 � 16A0) iA�iA+ Dc` + i(�12A3 � 16A0)!
 1c 
 1o uLdL!+u�Rf0(Dc` � 23 iA0)
 1c 
 1guR + d�Rf0(Dc` + 13 iA0)
 1c 
 1gdR ;L 0q =�fu�Rn0 ��2 + 1 ; ��1�
 1c 
 12q23(�� + ��1)m�qo uLdL!+ h:c:g�fd�Rn0 ��1 ; �2 + 1�
 1c 
 12q13((�)� � (�)�1)m�qo uLdL!+ h:c:g ;(44)where 1c = 13�3 is the identity acting on the colour space of the quarks, seesection VII. Comparing this with the classical fermionic action [17], we read o�the mass matrices of the fermionsme = 12(�� � ��1)m�l ; mu = 12q23(�� + ��1)m�q ; m0d = 12q13((�)� � (�)�1)m�q ;(45)where e � (e; �; �)T ; u � (u; c; t)T ; d � (d; s; b)T : The matrices me;mu arediagonal. We can assume that their diagonal matrix elements are positive, oth-erwise this is achieved by unitary transformations eR 7! ueeR ; uR 7! uuuR withdiagonal unitary matrices ue; uu : However, the matrix m0d is { in general { anarbitrary non{diagonal 3 � 3{matrix. There exist unitary matrices u1; u2 ; sothat m0d = u1mdu�2 for a diagonal matrix md with positive diagonal matrix ele-ments. The matrix u1 can be absorbed by means of a unitary transformation



14 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycledR 7! u1dR : But the matrix u�2 cannot be absorbed by a unitary transformation�uLdL� 7! �u2 00 u2��uLdL� ; because this would make the matrix mu non{diagonal. All wecan do are transformations �uLdL� 7! ��1 00 �1��uLdL� ; uR 7! �1uR and dR 7! �2dR by diag-onal unitary matrices �1; �2 ; so that mu remains invariant and u�2 7! ��1u�2�2 =: V :The matrix V is the famous Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix, which for an appropri-ate choice of �1; �2 can be brought into the standard form parametrized by threerotation angles and one phase. Thus, we can rewrite L 0l and L 0q asL 0l =�fe�Rn0 ��1 ; �2 + 1�
meo �LeL!+ h:c:g ;L 0q =�fu�Rn0 ��2 + 1 ; ��1�
mu 
 1co uLdL!+ h:c:g (46)�fd�Rn0 ��1 ; �2 + 1�
mdV 
 1co uLdL!+ h:c:g :Now we count the free parameters on which the physical masses in our modeldepend. We can regard (45) as equations for computing the fermion massesand the Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix for given 3 � 3{matrices �; ; �; �;ml;mq :But if we take the point of view that the fermion masses and the Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix (13 parameters) are given by experiment and if we keep thediagonal positive matrices ml and mq as additional free parameters then (45),with m0d = mdV ; are equations to determine �; ; �; � : This gives a system ofquadratic equations for the matrix elements of �; ; �; � : We take any of the(possibly complex) solutions of this system to �x the matrices �; ; �; � : Then,there remain only the six free parameters in the diagonal of ml and mq :We remark that the presented construction of the fermionic action of thestandard model yields immediately the correct hypercharges of the fermions {namely the coe�cients in front of �12A0 in (35) and (36). This is possible,because we use the isomorphism i of graded Lie algebras, which allows embeddingsinto the space of bounded operators on the fermionic Hilbert space di�erentfrom the fundamental embedding. For matrix algebras there exist { besides thetrivial representation { only the fundamental representation and, hence, onlythe fundamental embedding. Therefore, in the derivation of standard modelelaborated by Kastler [7] one must additionally consider the chromodynamicsalgebra and impose a generalized Poincar�e duality condition ([3], [7]) in order toobtain the correct hypercharges.VI The Bosonic ActionWe recall [2] that the curvature � of the connection r is given by� = D�+ 12 [�; �]g + �0 = D�� i[�; �]g + 12 [�; �]g + �0 ; (47)



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 15where �0 = ed̂(e) � d̂(e)e = diag (MM�; 0; 0; 0) : (48)The problem is that �0 =2 H0 ; so that it is not possible to apply the isomorphismi : We propose to replace here the isomorphism i by a linear mapping i0 de�nedas follows. Looking at (16) we see that �0 is given by putting �03 = �00 = 1 andall other �0;1;2f = 0 ; and then projecting away the last row and column. Thus, tothe element ~�0 2 H20 given by �03 = �00 = 1 we apply the isomorphism i ; givingil(~�0;l) = diag (l11; 0; l14) and iq(~�0;q) = diag (13q11;�23q11;�23q14; 13q14) ; see (20) and(21). Now we apply a reasonable projection:i0l(�0;l) := diag (l11; 0; 0) ; i0q(�0;q) := diag (13q11;�23q11;�23q14; 0) : (49)The choice of i0l(�0;l) is plausible, but I have no deeper explanation for i0q(�0;q) ;except that we need this below. We recall that l11 = l14 = mlm�l � jmlj2 andq11 = q14 = mqm�q � jmqj2 : Then, using (35), (36) and (38), the transportedcurvature is given by (f 2 fl; qg)if(�f)=D(if(�f))� i[if(�f); if(�f)]g + 12 [if(�f); if(�f)]g + i0f(�0;f) ; (50)il(�l)=0BBBBBBBBBB@
( 12d(A3 +A0) +A� ^ A+)
1� (j�1j2 � 1)
 jmlj2 (dA� +A3 ^ A�)
 1��1(�2 + 1)
 jmlj2 i(d�1 + 12 (A3 �A0)�1+A�(�2 + 1))5 
 �ml(dA+ +A+ ^ A3)
 1�(�2 + 1)�1 
 jmlj2 ( 12d(A0 �A3) +A+ ^ A�)
1� (j�2 + 1j2 � 1)
 jmlj2 i(� 12 (A3 +A0)(�2 + 1)+d�2 +A+�1)5 
 �mli(d�1 � 12�1(A3 �A0)�(�2 + 1)A+)5 
 ��1m�l i( 12 (�2 + 1)(A3 +A0)+d�2 � �1A�)5 
 ��1m�l dA0 
 1� (j�1j2+j�2 + 1j2 � 1)
 jmlj2

1CCCCCCCCCCA;

iq(�q)=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

(d( 12A3 � 16A0)+A� ^ A+)
 1+( 23 j�2 + 1j2 � 13� 13 j�1j2)
 jmq j2 (dA� +A3 ^ A�)
 1��1(�2 + 1)
jmqj2 i(d�2 � �1A�+ 12 (�2 + 1)�(A3 +A0))5
q23 �mq i(d�1+12 (A3 �A0)�1++A�(�2 + 1))5
q 13 mq�(dA+ +A+ ^ A3)
1�(�2 + 1)�1 
 jmq j2 (d(� 12A3 � 16A0)+A+ ^ A�)
 1�( 13 j�2 + 1j2 + 13� 23 j�1j2)
 jmq j2 �i(d�1�(�2 + 1)A+�12�1(A3 �A0))5
q23 �mq i(d�2 +A+�1� 12 (A3 +A0)�(�2 + 1))5
q 13 mq��i(d�2 +A+�1�12 (A3 + A0)�(�2 + 1))5
q23 ��1m�q i(d�1+A�(�2 + 1)+12 (A3 �A0)�1)5
q23 ��1m�q � 23dA0 
 1+ 23 (j�1j2+j�2 + 1j2 � 2)
jmqj2 0i(d�1�(�2 + 1)A+�12�1(A3 �A0))5
q 13 (�)�1m�q i(d�2 ��1A�+ 12 (�2 + 1)�(A3 +A0))5
q 13 (�)�1m�q 0 13dA0 
 1� 13 (j�1j2+j�2 + 1j2 � 1)
��1jmq j2�

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:



16 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycleNow we take the embedding e of � into B(H) ; which means to perform thereplacements (32) and (33) in the above matrices, see section IV. We introducethe abbreviations jmj2 := mm� ; jmj4 := (mm�)2 and jmj�2 := (mm�)�1 ; for a3� 3{matrix m : Thus, we get the Euclidean bosonic action { for an appropriatechoice of the constants { asSB = 8�23(x + 3)g22Tr! f(ze(�))�e(�)g = 112(x+ 3)g22 ZXvg tr fz(e(�))�e(�)g= ZXvg (L2 +L1 +L0) ; (51)L2 =� 12g22 ������ f tr (F��F��) + 9x+116x+18F 0��F 0�� g ;F�� = 12@[�A3�] + A�[�A+�] @[�A��] + A3[�A��]@[�A+�] + A+[�A3�] �12@[�A3�] � A�[�A+�]! ; F 0�� = @[�A0�] ;L1 = 13(x + 3)g22 ��� ( (D��1)D��1 + (D�(�2 + 1)D�(�2 + 1) )�tr fx(j�j2 + j�j�2)jmlj2 + (2j�j2 + 2j�j�2 + j�j2 + j�j�2)jmqj2g ; D��1D�(�2 + 1)! =  @��1@��2!+ 12(A3� � A0�) A��A+� �12(A3� + A0�)! �1�2 + 1! ;L0 = 23(x + 3)g22 (j�1j2 + j�2 + 1j2 � 1)2 tr (xj ~mlj4 + 53 j ~mqj4)+ 1(x+ 3)g22 tr (13xj ~mlj4 + j ~mqj4) ;with X[�Y�] � X�Y� � X�Y� : We have used trC (1) = 4 ; trC (�0 � �0) = 4 ��0�0and trC (� � � � � � �) = 4(������ � ������) for � 6= � ; � 6= � ; where trCdenotes the trace in the space of sections of the Cli�ord bundle C : We remarkthat the part L0 of the Lagrangian would vanish if there was only one generationof fermions, because in this case a formula corresponding to (33) would give zerofor ~ml and ~mq : But manifestly there are three fermionic generations in nature.Next, we perform some reparameterizations. We putA3� = ig2W 3� ; A�� = i2g2(W 1� � iW 2�) ; A+� = i2g2(W 1� + iW 2� ) ;A0� =�q 3x+99x+11 ig2W 0� ; (52)�1;2 =q 3(x+3)g222 tr fx(j�j2+j�j�2)jmlj2+(2j�j2+2j�j�2+j�j2+j�j�2)jmqj2g �1;2 :This gives (I:T: � interaction terms, C:C: � cosmological constant)L2 = 14������f 3Xa=1 F a��F a�� + F 0��F a��g ; (53)



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 17L1 = 12���f 2Xj=1(@��j)(@��j) +m2W (W 1�W 1� +W 2�W 2� ) +m2ZZ�Z�g+ I:T: ; (54)L0 = 12m2H(Re�2)2 + I:T:+ C:C: ; (55)whereF a�� = @[�W a�] � g2X3b;c=1 "abcW b�W c� ; F 0�� = @[�W 0�] ;Z = cos �W W 3 � sin �W W 0 ;P = sin �W W 3 + cos �W W 0 ;sin2 �W = 34 3+x5+3x ; (56)mW =q 16(x+3)tr fx(j�j2+j�j�2)jmlj2+(2j�j2+2j�j�2+j�j2+j�j�2)jmqj2g ; (57)mZ =mW = cos �W ;mH = 23mWq 1x+3tr (3xj ~mlj4 + 5j ~mqj4) : (58)We can transform this action to Minkowski space by a Wick rotation of thephysical �elds, replacing ��� 7! �g�� and introducing a global minus sign in theaction. Then this action coincides with the electroweak sector of the classicalbosonic action of the standard model [17], where the Weinberg angle �W and themasses mW of the W{boson and mH of the Higgs{boson are �xed, see (56), (57)and (58). Inserting the reparameterizations (52) into (44), we get precisely theelectroweak sector of the fermionic action of the standard model [17]. Accordingto [2], the gauge group associated to the module E discussed in the beginning ofsection III is isomorphic to C1R (XM)
 (SU(2)�U(1)) ; where C1R (XM) denotesthe algebra of real smooth functions on the Minkowski space. The action is byconstruction invariant under gauge transformations.VII The Chromodynamics SectorThe chromodynamics sector can be obtained from the module Ec = ecA3 ; withec = diag (e0; e0; e0) : The analysis of this case [2] shows thatHk0;c = mMt=0 Lk�2r 
 sl(3;C)
M r1 ; (59)after omitting the rows and columns consisting of zeros only. Thus, elements%k 2 Hk0;c are of the form %k =Pmr=0Gk�2r
M r1 ; where Gk�2r 2 Lk�2r
sl(3;C) :We splitHk0;c into its lr1{ and qr1{part, we take the trivial representation ic;l(%kl ) � 0of the lr1{part and the fundamental representation (tensorized with 14�4 ) of the



18 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycleqr1{part: ic;q(%kq) = mXr=0 diag (Gk�2r; Gk�2r; Gk�2r; Gk�2r)
 qr1 : (60)Obviously, elements ic(%k) are bounded operators on H for k = 0; 1 : In analogyto the procedure in section IV we construct the space T 2c � B(H) ; which turnsout to be T 2c = ~cc � ic(H20;c) + ic(C0 
 gl(3;C)
 idF ) ; (61)where ~cc is de�ned in analogy to (23) and where we extended ic jH00;c naturally toC0 
 gl(3;C)
 idF :From (59) we �nd for the chromodynamics connection form �c = G 
 idF ;G = �G� 2 L1
 su(3) : After rotating to Minkowski space (G 7! GM) we obtainthe following contribution to the fermionic action:Ls = �u�L ; d�L ; u�R ; d�R�n00BBBB@iGM 0 0 00 iGM 0 00 0 iGM 00 0 0 iGM
1CCCCA
 1o0BBB@uLdLuRdR

1CCCA : (62)The curvature �c of the chromodynamics connection rc is given by� = d�c + 12[�c; �c]g + �0;c ; �0;c = 1c 
M11 : (63)These equations follow from the discussion in [2]. We put in local basesG = i2g3Ga�� 
 �a ; (64)where �a ; a = 1; : : : ; 8 ; are the Gell{Mann matrices, ful�lling [�b; �c] =P8a=1 2ifabc�a ; fabc 2 R ; and tr (�a�b) = 2 �ab : Denoting by ec(�c) the embeddingof �c into B(H) ; we obtain for the Euclidian bosonic action of the chromody-namics sector ScB = 8�23(3 + x)g22 Tr! fz(ec(�c))�ec(�c)g = ZXvgLc ;Lc = 14 8Xa=1 ������F ac;��F ac;�� + 1g23 tr (j ~mqj4) ; (65)F ac;�� = @[�Ga�] � g3 8Xb;c=1 fabcGb�Gc� ;(g3=g2)2 = (3 + x)=4 : (66)Rotation to Minkowski space (G 7! GM ; ��� ! �g�� ; vg 7! vM and global minussign) transforms the �rst term in Lc into the bosonic action of chromodynamics



Standard model from simplest two{point K{cycle 19[17], the second term in Lc contributes to the \cosmological constant". Therelation (66) between the coupling constants g3 and g2 of the strong and weakinteractions respectively should not be taken too seriously, because it can easilybe changed by a di�erent normalization of the chromodynamics action. But ifwe take everywhere the simplest scalar product given by x = 1 then we getg3 = g2 from this model (just as in [11] and [10] for the simplest scalar product).According to [2], the gauge group associated to the module Ec is isomorphic toC1R (XM)
 SU(3) :VIII Remarks on Mass RelationsIn this section we are going to discuss the mass relations (57) and (58). Thiswill be done only for tr (jmlj2) � tr (jmqj2) ; because lepton masses are smallcompared with the quark masses of the same generation so that the casetr (jmlj2) � tr (jmqj2) is more natural than the case tr (jmlj2) > tr (jmqj2) ; see(45). Hence, we put tr (jmlj2) = sin2 #1 tr (jmqj2) :From the second equation of (45) we obtain tr (jmuj2) � 23tr (jmqj2) so that weput tr (jmqj2) = 32 cos2 #2 tr (jmuj2) = 32 m2t cos2 #2 :Here and in the sequel we neglect the other fermion masses against the mass mtof the top{quark. Then we get for (57)mW =q 23+xtr fx(13 jmej2 + 16 jmlj2) + (jmuj2 + jmdj2 � 16 jmqj2)g=q 23+x(1� 14(1� x sin2 #1) cos2 #2)mt <q23 mt : (67)For m 2 M3C we have tr (j ~mj4) � tr f(jmj2� 13(tr (jmj2))1)2g � 23(tr (jmj2))2 ;see (33). Therefore, we puttr (j ~mqj4) = 23 cos2 #3(tr (jmqj2))2 = 32m4t cos2 #3 cos4 #2 ;tr (j ~mlj4) = 23 cos2 #4(tr (jmlj2))2 = 32m4t cos2 #4 cos4 #2 sin4 #1 :Now we �nd for (58)mH =s20 cos2 #3 + 12x cos2 #4 sin4 #112� 3(1� x sin2 #1) cos2 #2 mt cos2 #2 < 2mt : (68)The experimental values mW = 80GeV and mt = 174GeV can be repro-duced in the case x sin2 #1 � 1 by x = 6:5 : : : 9:6 ; depending on #2 ; see(67). Then, by choosing #2 and #3 ; we can adjust mH to any value smaller



20 Standard model from simplest two{point K{cyclethan q209 mt = 259GeV ; see (68). Moreover, we �nd for the Weinberg anglesin2 �W = 0:27 : : : 0:29 ; see (56), and for the ratio of the coupling constants ofthe strong and weak interactions (g3=g2)2 = 2:3 : : : 3:9 ; see (66). In the casex sin2 #1 � 4 we can reproduce the mW=mt ratio for sin2 # � 1 and cos2 #2 � 1 :By choosing #4 we can adjust mH to any value smaller than 2mt = 346GeV :Moreover, in this case we have sin2 �W = 0:25 and g3 � g2 : Hence, we haveenough freedom to bring the tree{level predictions (67), (68), (56) and (66) ofour model into agreement with experimental data. However, these \predictions"have only a heuristic value, because they do not survive the classical quantizationprocedure. But there seems to be only a weak scale dependence [18].The simplest scalar product is given by x = 1 : In this case we getmW =q12(1� 14 cos2 #1 cos2 #2)mt ; q12 mt < mW <q38 mt ;mH =q20 cos2 #3+12 cos2 #4 sin4 #112�3 cos2 #1 cos2 #2 mt cos2 #2 <q83 mt ; (69)sin2 �W = 38 ; g3 = g2 :These mass relations di�er from the relations mt = 2mW and mH = 3:14mWobtained by Kastler and Sch�ucker in [11] and [10] for the quaternionic K{cycletogether with the simplest scalar product. While the mW=mt ratio is approxi-mately stable, we get for the mH=mt ratio only an upper limit. Thus, we see thatin comparison to the simplest model by Connes, Lott and Kastler we get withinour simplest model e�ectively one additional parameter determining the mH=mtratio.This means: Although we introduced a plenty of free parameters during theconstruction, these parameters occur in the �nal Lagrangians in the case of thesimplest scalar product only in such combinations that we end up with nineparameters for the fermion masses, four parameters of the Kobayashi{Maskawamatrix, one undetermined coupling constant and one additional parameter, whichdetermines the ratio between the masses of the Higgs{boson and the top{quark.For this last parameter we have only an upper limit. Therefore, our model is lesspredictive than the model by Connes, Lott and Kastler.To summerize, the purpose of this paper was to present a di�erent construc-tion of the classical action of the standard model, which uses the simplest pos-sible (non{classical) algebra and puts the complexity into the module. In non{commutative geometry a K{cycle replaces the notion of a manifold and a �niteprojective module over the algebra of this K{cycle the notion of a vector bun-dle over this manifold. Therefore, our approach (a K{cycle together with twoassociated modules { one for the electroweak sector and the other one for thechromodynamics sector) corresponds to a classical manifold with two associated�bre bundles over that manifold { a principal �bre bundle with structure groupSU(2)� U(1) for the electroweak sector and a principal �bre bundle with struc-ture group SU(3) for the chromodynamics sector.
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